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Shiller’s impression

Dramatic boom-bust home price cycles hard to explain with standard 
economic thinking

• Economic fundamentals (population growth, construction costs, interest 
rates,  real rents, …) do not match up with the observed home price 

increases

• Little long-term trend in comparison to the amplitude of price fluctuations
in the short / medium term: prices rise when optimism prevails, but a crash 
is set in motion when prices get too high

• Irregularities in boom-bust housing price cycles (e.g. Greater London, 
2004-05: a 6% downturn, that was supposed to mark the end of a bubble, 
reverted into a new period of growing prices)



Shiller’s impression

The boom of the early 2000s across cities and countries suggests that 
something very broad and general has been at work. This development 
cannot be linked to factors specific to any of these markets

Speculative thinking among investors, the use of heuristics such as 
extrapolative expectations, market psychology in the form of optimism 
and pessimism, herd behavior and social contagion of new ideas (new 
era thinking), and positive feedback dynamics are elements that play an 
important role in determining housing prices 
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Case 1: 

• high elasticity of supply, or

• low depreciation rate

Case 2: 

• low elasticity of supply, or

• high depreciation rate

Which of the two scenarios occurs depends only on parameters d, e, 

associated with the supply-side of the economy



More economic intuition on local stability / bifurcations

• If (real) demand and supply parameters are such that the model without 
speculation is stable, then the model with speculative demand is
destabilized by sufficiently large values of extrapolation parameter f. In the 
opposite case, however, a sufficiently large value of parameter f may 
stabilize the model. 

• Under a relatively elastic (inelastic) supply curve, the fundamental steady 
state bifurcates via Neimark-Sacker (Pitchfork) bifurcation. 

• Stabilizing impact of ‘real’ demand: for any parameter selection, the 
stability region is wider if ‘real’ demand schedule is more sloped (provided 

that the slope is not too large) 



















Conclusions

- Model/story/view about the mechanism of formation of housing prices

- Speculative thinking among investors modelled via the impact of different 
types of heuristics and endogenous changes in market sentiment

- Speculative demand is in general destabilizing, two different bifurcation-
routes to ‘boom-bust’ scenarios

- Combination of real and speculative forces appears to be a key factor for 
generating intricate bubbles and crashes 
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